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for determining human death by Alexander Capron and Leon Kass. As in all new
editions, some wheat was thrown out with the chaff-in this case, a simple, clear
discussion of dying by Robert Morison was lost. The addition of three new articles
on existential psychology, bodily immortality, and fear of dying seemed strangely
inappropriate; perhaps the editors, in designing this text for use in undergraduate
courses, were forced to cater to student tastes.
The biggest bonus ofthe newedition is the revision, expansion, and reorganization
of the sectional bibliographies. Separated by section into abortion, mental illness,
human experimentation, human genetics, and dying, the bibliographies have been
improved and made more accessible to the reader by a shift in format from chain-
citation listings to ordered, clear bibliographic entries. This feature combines with the
carefully selected articles to yield a valuable resource for the student orgeneral reader
seeking an introduction to biomedical ethics. (A special note-each copy should be
inspected before purchase: my copy had pages 531-562 omitted and pages 563-594
inserted twice.)
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Malformations of the central nervous system are among the most catastrophic
congenital afflictions of man. The latest volume in this series of international
symposia presents a short and highly selective review of recent advances in the
clinical delineation of malformation syndromes, their genetic and environmental
determinants, and progress in prevention, early detection, and medical treatment.
The introductory chapters in this multi-author collection give briefsurveys of the
worldwide epidemiology of specific neural tube defects and current genetic concepts
underlying their developmental expression. Although major genes and environmen-
tal teratogens, which are directly linked to specific patterns of dysmorphogenesis,
have been identified, the causes of the most common CNS malformations are still
poorly understood.
The four remainingchapters offer summaries ofnewapproaches to the study ofthe
rules which govern neurulation, including SEM studies of the developing nervous
system, biochemical characterization of cell surface molecules, and the influence of
mutant T locus genes in controlling cell recognition and histogenesis. This book is
not recommended as a comprehensive treatment of this complex area; clinically
relevant reviews might best be found in the Handbook of Clinical Neurology or
related texts. Workers in the field, however, may find this volume a useful update of
current research.
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